
The following three measures (nine through eleven) prepare the ear for what might be 
the B section of the piece.  They offer no challenges that require discussion here.  The next excerpt begins 
the B section at measure twelve.  The open sixth string E allows for (rapid) finger placement in what at 
first seems to be an odd hand shape but is actually a combination of two very familiar hand shapes. [This 
excerpt includes measure twelve through fourteen then proceeds directly to measures nineteen through 
twenty-one.]  The hand shape produced to execute measure twelve is repeated in e
moves one half-step at a time to an open position chord in measure twenty
performers accentuate the note that falls on the second sixteenth note of beat two and the first and fourth 
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becomes problematic for many players when they arrive at the seventeenth where the fretted E on the b 
string, which is accented, is accompanied by and juxtaposed with the open E string (
finger.) The accent is often obscured.  The player should be mindful of this technical phenomenon and 
ensure that the accents remain consistent. It is also customary two perform each measure 
and at piano on the repeat.  I do not pass any judgment on this performance practice, I observe 
become a common process.   
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 By releasing pressure and carefully lifting all fingers when the open sixth string has been 
sounded, the possibility of finger ‘squeak’ is greatly reduced.  The guitarist should practice this passage 
slowly, making certain that the previo
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